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POWERED BY

COGNITIVE NUTRITION

colourtation

TECHNIQUE

MINDFULNESS
AT-YOUR DESK© PROGRAM
+
COGNITIVE NUTRITION (BRAIN
FOOD) KIT
Receive in the KIT: 6 x books plus 12 pencils;
1 x head massager; 1 x set of ear phones;
Access to Alpha sounds & 3 x infusion
relaxa@on tea packets

KIT
TO ORDER CONTACT:
DYP Consul2ng LLC
+1 (203) 219-0401
OR email Paula Bowie at
paula.bowie@outlook.com
OR
www.mindpeakperformance.com
OR email Dr Stan Rodski at
stan@mindpeakperformance.com

Receive ON LINE: 1 x Mindfulness At-YourDesk e-workbook (to help you focus, energise
& destress) & monthly updates, reminders &
informa@on
colourtation

brain
science

ANTISTRESS

colouring book
for adults

mindfulness meditation through colouring volume 1

brain
science

ANTISTRESS

colouring book
for adults

mindfulness meditation through colouring volume 2

brain
science

colourtation

brain
science

ANTISTRESS

AT-YOUR-DESK©

colouring book
for adults

mindfulness meditation through colouring volume 3

Receive: Monthly Self Insight tests & reports
Access: 3 x video presenta@ons by Dr Rodski
suppor@ng the workbook & program

Total Price: $299(4 months) or
$399 (12months)

MINDFULNESS

colourtation

Dr Stan Rodski, Neuroscien@st

BRAIN SCIENCE AT WORK
IMPROVING MENTAL HEALTH,
WELLBEING & ENERGY

Find Calm, Energy &
Motivation with
Mindfulness-At-Your-Desk !
Are you feeling stressed &/or sleeping poorly due to pressure?
Have you tried meditating but found it difficult to fit in to your
very busy schedule?
Are you looking for a solution to feel calmer and in control?

Mindfulness-At-Your-Desk using the
Colourtation Technique can help.
Colourtation taps into your powerful inner resources, controlled
by your brain, to combat stress by engaging in an activity it
remembers as both creative and relaxing –
COLORING.
Our online tutorials , webinars and books with pencils is proven
to help you- without leaving your desk.
Developed by neuroscientist Dr Stan Rodski this program has
been created to ensure your brain receives what it needs when
stressed and pressured.
Over 12 months you will receive 6 books prepared to help you
de-stress using the essentials for a congested brain….
ü Pattern
ü Repetition
ü Single Focus and
ü CREATIVITY with no competitive pressure to RELAX.

How can Mindfulness AtYour-Desk help me?
One of your brain’s important roles is to make
'order' out of 'chaos‘ in our stressed world,
the patterns in colourtation have been
especially designed to help your brain
AUTOMATICALLY relax regardless of the
pressures you are under..
This removes you momentarily from the
real world, allowing you to relax and enjoy
the creativity that comes from colouring in.

Calmness, Energy and
You
In recent years, technology changes and a tsunami
of information have accelerated the pace of living, and the
complexity of everyday life seems to be mounting.

coloring +
meditation
= colourtation!
colour tation

The fact is, our brains get overwhelmed by this pace of
life and bombardment of information, leaving us
susceptible to frustration, worry, panic, impatience
& self judgement.
Many of us are no longer adequately equipped with the
coping strategies to deal with this level of stress.
It is essential for our health and wellbeing to be able to
cultivate our inner resources to deal with stress, pain &
improve our feeling of wellbeing.

Mindfulness At-Your-Desk is a
powerful inner resource for
your brain to use!

The Brain
Science
While you’re reading this, your brain waves
are in what is called 'beta' state
We start to feel stressed in prolonged
periods of high beta (30+ cycles per
second) brain activity
Excessive levels of cortisol and adrenaline are
produced from continued high beta state which can
lead to feeling overwhelmed and in some cases
serious illnesses.
The brain wishes to keep us balanced (in homeostasis) - an
alpha state that balances your adrenaline and dopamine levels
helping us to stay not only relaxed but focused and generating a
feeling of being ‘in the zone'!
Using colourtation relaxes you by forcing
your brain to a more relaxed brain wave of
(8-13 cycles per second) called ‘alpha’

Mindfulness At-Your-Desk and the
‘Colourtation Technique’.
Colourtation is an ‘evidence based’ technique using
coloring-in to ensure our brain achieves a ‘relaxed
state’
Our coloring books use neuroscience research
which incorporates the latest EEG technologies that
measure the impact of STRESS on us
The research has shown how beneficial using the
technique of colourtation is to our sense of being
able to ‘deal with stress’, our overall sense of
‘wellbeing’ and promotes a state of MINDFULNESS
and our ENERGY management.
Colourtation books are designed to be a helpful
resource to use in your everyday life
to combat the effects of stress, improve our sleep
and help us feel both motivated and energised to
get things done.

How do you use
Mindfulness At-Your-Desk'?
Colour-in for 5 to 10 minutes everyday or
whenever you feel pressured and stressed
Choose any picture you wish and start colouring
You don’t have to finish. Come back later when
you have the time
ü Your colour choices will create patterns
ü Just relax, have FUN and let the creativity
come out of the page
ü Your efforts are unique and non- competitive
allowing you to truly RE ENERGISE

